Biomedical Engineering Assessment form
Master’s Assignment (code 193650999)
How to use this form:
-

-

Fill in the upper box.
Please reference the below Assessment criteria when filling out the Aspects of assessment.
The BME mission statement and learning outcomes have been included as an attachment.
Fill in compliments and suggestions for improvement. The supervisor writes feedback on the process,
and the whole committee on the contents, report and presentation. These compliments and
suggestions for feedback are used as an explanation of the partial and final grades and as feedback
for the student.
The final grade is not a weighted average of the four grades for individual aspects. These are for
reference only.
Sign the form. Please include both names and signatures of the committee members.
Return the original, signed form to BOZ-TNW.
Also include an officially signed ‘cijferbriefje’ to BOZ-TNW.

Assessment criteria
Research content (quality of research or design)
 Has a thorough mastery of a specific field of biomedical engineering extending to the forefront knowledge
and can use this in own research or design.
 Is able to independently produce a research or design plan, taking the social context into account.
 Is able to independently use results from former research or design to contribute to the development of
knowledge in biomedical engineering.
 Is able to independently contribute to the development of scientific knowledge in one or more areas of
biomedical engineering.
Research Execution (process)
 Is able to critically and independently reflect on his/her own thinking, decision making, and acting and is
able to adjust these on the basis of this reflection.
 Is able to independently perform a research or design plan (formulation of problem and research plan,
perform experiments, analyse results).
 Is able to work within an interdisciplinary biomedical team having great diversity.
 Is able to perform complex project-based work: is pragmatic and has a sense of responsibility, is able to
plan activities, to deal with limited resources, to compromise.
 Is able to spot gaps in his/her own knowledge, and to revise and extend knowledge through study.
 Is characterized by professional behaviour. This includes: inquisitiveness, integrity, reliability, drive,
commitment, accuracy, perseverance and independence.
Report (formal criteria)
 The report has an appropriate structure for the field of study.
 The report is composed in scientific language.
 The student uses citations and references correctly.
 The core idea is presented clearly and logically.
 The report has a neat layout (including tables and graphs).
 The report has the appropriate length.
Presentation
 The student is able to give an oral presentation about his/her own research or design, including process
and results.
 The presentation is clearly and logically structured (context, research problem, methods, results and
conclusion).
 The student makes appropriate use of audio-visual presentation tools.
 The student responds appropriately to questions.
 The student makes a useful contribution to any discussion that ensues after the presentation.
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5. insufficient
The research and / or report are insufficient and the student was strongly directed by his or her supervisors.
Weak points can clearly be pointed out. The student did not show an academic attitude. On average, the
student scores ‘insufficient’ on all aspects for assessment.
6: sufficient
With respect to content, the research was conducted sufficiently. The report is mediocre. Weak points can
clearly be pointed out, but are compensated by aspects on which the student performs better. The student
has shown little input of his own and was strongly directed by his or her supervisors. On average, the student
scores ‘sufficient’ on all aspects for assessment.
7: amply sufficient
With respect to content, a solid piece of research was delivered. The report is carefully edited. Either the
research process or the mastery of subject matter leaves room for improvement. The supervisors clearly had
a steering influence on the final product. The student scores at least ‘sufficient’ on all aspects for assessment
and ‘good’ on some aspects.
8: good
With respect to content, the research was set up in a solid way and was carried out accurately. The report is
carefully edited regarding language as well as lay out. The student has worked independently and was able to
put forward his or her own initiatives. Guidance given by the supervisors was minimal. On average, the
student scores ‘good’ on all aspects for assessment.
9: very good
The research is innovative and can be converted to an article for a renowned (scientific) magazine without
putting in too much effort. With respect to content, the research is very solid with some points that can clearly
be pointed out as strong. The report is carefully edited and shows that the student disposes of good writing
skills. The student’s own input and independence are large. The student clearly stands above subject matter
and is able to defend his or her statements in discussions well. The student scores at least ‘good’ on all
aspects for assessment and ‘very good’ on some aspects.
10: excellent
The student functions at the level of an expert in the field. With respect to content, the research is very good,
with some points that can be clearly pointed out as excellent. The student is very capable of conducting
research independently. The report and the presentation show that the student disposes of very good
communication skills (written and oral). The student scores ‘very good’ on all aspects for assessment.
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Mission statement
Biomedical Engineering is an interdisciplinary field, combining engineering disciplines and natural and life
sciences. Integrating scientific and engineering concepts and methodology the Biomedical Engineer works to
increase scientific knowledge and solve health care problems, by:
1) acquiring new knowledge of living systems through continuous innovation and substantive application
of experimental, analytical, and design techniques.
2) design and development of new devices, algorithms, processes and systems to advance Medical
Technology in health care.
3) solving health care problems through purposeful context-driven problem solving;
4) implementing solutions using excellent cross-disciplinary communication and cooperation.

Competencies and learning outcomes for biomedical engineers at the
BSc and MSc levels
A Biomedical Engineer:
1. has expertise in the discipline of biomedical technology
A Biomedical Engineer is familiar with existing scientific knowledge and has the competence to expand this
knowledge through study.

BACHELOR

MASTER

Understands the knowledge base of physics, mathematics
technology, biology, physiology and medicine (theories,
methods, techniques). [ks]

Has a thorough mastery of a specific field of biomedical
engineering extending to the forefront of knowledge (latest
theories, methods, techniques and topical questions). [ks]

Understands the structure of engineering and life sciences,
and the connections between sub-fields. [ks]

Looks actively for structure and connections with
biomedical engineering in the relevant fields of physics,
mathematics technology, biology, physiology and medicine.
[ksa]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which truthfinding and the development of theories and models take
place in biomedical engineering. [ks]

Has knowledge of and skill in the way in which truth-finding
and the development of theories and models take place in
a specific field of biomedical engineering. Has the skill and
the attitude to apply these methods independently in the
context of more advanced ideas or applications. [ksa]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which
interpretations (texts, data, problems, results) take place in
biomedical engineering. [ks]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which
interpretations (texts, data, problems, results) take place in
biomedical engineering. Has the skill and the attitude to
apply these methods independently in the context of more
advanced ideas or applications. [ksa]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which
experiments, gathering of data and simulations take place
in biomedical engineering and its supporting disciplines.
[ks]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which
experiments, gathering of data and simulations take place
in biomedical engineering and its supporting disciplines.
[ksa] Has the skill and the attitude to apply these methods
independently in the context of more advanced ideas or
applications. [ksa]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which
decision-making takes place in biomedical engineering.
[ks]

Has knowledge of and some skill in the way in which
decision-making takes place in biomedical engineering.
Has the skill and the attitude to apply these methods
independently in the context of more advanced ideas or
applications. [ksa]

Is aware of both the presuppositions of the standard
methods and their importance. [ksa]

Is able to reflect on standard methods and their
presuppositions; is able to question these; is able to
propose adjustments, and to estimate their implications.
[ksa]

Is able (with supervision) to spot gaps in his own
knowledge, and to revise and extend knowledge through
study. [ks]

Is able to spot gaps in his own knowledge independently,
and to revise and extend knowledge through study. [ksa]

k = knowledge, s = skill, a = attitude

2. has expertise in research
A Biomedical Engineer has the competence to acquire new scientific knowledge by research. Research means
here: a goal-oriented and methodical increase of new knowledge and insights.
BACHELOR

MASTER

Is under supervision able to reformulate ill-structured
biomedical research problems. [ks] Is able to defend the
new interpretation against involved parties. [ksa]

Is able to reformulate ill-structured biomedical research
problems of a complex nature. Also takes account of the system
boundaries. [ksa] Is able to defend the new interpretation against
involved parties. [ksa]

Is observant, and has the creativity and the capacity to
discover certain connections and new viewpoints. [ksa]

Is observant, and has the creativity and the capacity to discover
in apparently trivial matters certain connections and new
viewpoints and is able to put these viewpoints into practice for
new applications. [ksa]

Is able (with supervision) to produce and execute a
research plan. [ks]

Is able independently to produce and execute a research plan.
[ks]

Is able to work at different levels of abstraction. [ks]

Given the process stage of the research problem, chooses the
appropriate level of abstraction. [ksa]

Understands the importance of other disciplines
(interdisciplinarity), especially those of the basic
engineering discipline and the life sciences. [ka]

Is able, and has the attitude to draw, where necessary, upon
other disciplines in his own research. [ksa]

Is aware of the changeability of the research process
through external circumstances or advancing insight. [ka]

Is able to deal with the changeability of the research process
through external circumstances or advancing insight. [ksa] Is
able to control the process on the basis of this. [ksa]

Is able to assess research within biomedical engineering
on its usefulness. [ks]

Is able to assess research within biomedical engineering on its
scientific value. [ksa]

Is able (with supervision) to contribute to the
development of scientific knowledge in one or more
areas of the disciplines involved in biomedical
engineering. [ks]

Is able to independently contribute to the development of
scientific knowledge in one or more areas of biomedical
engineering. [ksa]

3. has expertise in design
Many biomedical engineers will design new products. Designing means here a synthetic activity aimed at the
emergence of new or modified artefacts or systems with the intention of creating value in accordance with
predefined requirements and needs (e.g. health).
BACHELOR

MASTER

Is able to reformulate simple ill-structured design
problems. Also takes account of the system boundaries.
[ks] Is able to defend this new interpretation against the
parties involved. [ksa]

Is able to reformulate ill-structured biomedical design problems
of a complex nature. Also takes account of the system
boundaries. Is able to defend this new interpretation against the
parties involved. [ksa]

Shows some creativity and skills in synthesis with
respect to design problems. [ksa]

Shows creativity and skills in synthesis with respect to
biomedical design problems. [ksa]

Is able (with supervision) to produce and execute a
design plan. [ks]

Is able independently to produce and execute a design plan. [ks]

Is able to work at different levels of abstraction including
the system level. [ks]

Given the process stage of the design problem, chooses the
appropriate level of abstraction. [ksa]

Understands the importance of other disciplines
(interdisciplinarity) and their contribution to the design
process. [ks]

Is able, and has the attitude, where necessary, to draw upon
other disciplines in his own design. [ksa]

Is aware of the changeability of the design process
through external circumstances or advancing insight. [ka]

Is able to deal with the changeability of the design process
through external circumstances or advancing insight. Is able to
steer the process on the basis of this. [ksa]

Is able to integrate existing knowledge in a design. [ks]

Is able to formulate new research questions on the basis of a
biomedical design problem. [ks]

Has the skill to evaluate design decisions in a systematic
manner. [ks]

Has the skill to take design decisions, and to justify and evaluate
these in a systematic manner. [ksa]

k = knowledge, s = skill, a = attitude

4. has a scientific approach
A Biomedical Engineer has a systematic approach, characterized by the development and use of theories,
models and coherent interpretations, has a critical attitude and understanding of the nature of science and
technology.
BACHELOR

MASTER

Is inquisitive and has an attitude of lifelong learning. [ka]

Is able to identify and take in relevant developments. [ksa]

Has a systematic approach characterized by the
development and use of theories, models and
interpretations. [ksa]

Is able to critically examine existing theories, models or
interpretations in the area of his or her BME MSc track. [ksa]

Has the knowledge and the skill to use models for research
and design and assess their value (‘model’ is understood
broadly: from mathematical model to scale-model). [ks] Is
able to adapt models for his own use. [ks]

Has great skill in, and affinity with, the use, development and
validation of models; is able consciously to choose between
modelling techniques. [ksa]

Has insight into the nature of life sciences and technology
(purpose, methods, differences and similarities between
scientific fields, nature of laws, theories, explanations, role of
the experiment, objectivity etc.) [k]

Has insight into the nature of life sciences and technology
(purpose, methods, differences and similarities between
scientific fields, nature of laws, theories, explanations, role of
the experiment, objectivity etc.) and has some knowledge of
current debates about this. [k]

Has some insight into scientific practice (research system,
relation with patients and other clients, publication system,
importance of integrity etc.) [k]

Has insight into scientific practice (research system, relation
with clients, publication system, importance of integrity etc.
[ksa]) and has knowledge of current debates about this. [k]

Is able to document adequately the results of research and
design. [ksa]

Is able to document and publish adequately the results of
research and design with a view to contributing to the
development of knowledge in his or her field of biomedical
engineering and beyond it. [ksa]

5. possesses basic intellectual skills
A biomedical engineer is competent in reasoning, reflecting, and judgment. These are skills learned or
sharpened in the context of a discipline and then generically applicable.
BACHELOR

MASTER

Is able (with supervision) critically to reflect on his or her own
thinking, decision making and acting, and able to adjust
these on the basis of this reflection. [ks]

Is able critically and independently to reflect on his own
thinking, decision making, and acting and to adjust these on
the basis of this reflection. [ksa]

Is able to reason logically within biomedical engineering and
beyond: both ‘why’ and ‘what-if’ reasoning. [ks]

Is able to recognize fallacies. [ks]

Is able to recognize modes of reasoning (induction,
deduction, analogy etc.) within biomedical engineering. [ks]

Is able to recognize and apply modes of reasoning
(induction, deduction, analogy etc. [ksa]) within the field.
[ksa]

Is able to ask adequate questions, and has a critical yet
constructive attitude towards analysing and solving simple
problems in biomedical engineering. [ks]

Is able to ask adequate questions, and has a critical yet
constructive attitude towards analysing and solving complex
biomedical real-life problems in the field. [ksa]

Is able to form a well-reasoned opinion in the case of
incomplete or irrelevant data. [ks]

Is able to form a well-reasoned opinion in the case of
incomplete or irrelevant data, taking account of the way in
which that data came into being. [ks]

Is able to take a standpoint with regard to a scientific
argument in biomedical engineering. [ksa]

Is able to take a standpoint with regard to a scientific
argument in his or her area of the biomedical engineering
and is able to assess critically its value. [ksa]

Possesses basic numerical skills, and has an understanding
of orders of magnitude. [ks]

Possesses basic numerical skills, and has an understanding
of orders of magnitude. [ksa]

k = knowledge, s = skill, a = attitude

6. has expertise in cooperation and communication
A Biomedical Engineer has the skills to work with or for others. This competence requires adequate
interpersonal skills, responsibility and leadership, but also excellent communication with colleagues and nonspecialists. He or she is also able to participate in a scientific or public debate.
BACHELOR

MASTER

Is able to communicate in writing in Dutch about the results
of learning, thinking and decision-making with colleagues
and non-colleagues including health care providers and
patients. [ks]

Is able to communicate in writing about research and
solutions to problems with colleagues, non-colleagues and
other involved parties including health care providers and
patients in English. [ksa]

Is able to communicate verbally in Dutch about the results of
learning, thinking and decision making with colleagues and
non-colleagues including health care providers and patients.
[ks]

Is able to communicate verbally about research and solutions
to problems with colleagues, non-colleagues and other
involved parties including health care providers and patients
in English. [ksa]

Idem to above (verbally and in writing), but in a second
language. [ks]

Idem to above (verbally and in writing), but in a second
language. [ksa]

Is able to follow debates about both biomedical engineering
and the place of biomedical engineering in society. [ks]

Is able to debate about both biomedical engineering and the
place of biomedical engineering in society. [ksa]

Is familiar with professional behaviour. This includes: drive,
reliability, commitment, accuracy, perseverance and
independence. [ksa]

Is characterized by professional behaviour. This includes:
drive, reliability, commitment, accuracy, perseverance and
independence. [ksa]

Is able to perform project-based work: is pragmatic and has
a sense of responsibility; is able to deal with limited sources.
[ksa]

Is able to perform project-based work for complex projects: is
pragmatic and has a sense of responsibility; is able to deal
with limited sources; is able to deal with risks; is able to
compromise. [ksa]

Is able to work within an interdisciplinary team of medical
and engineering people. [ks]

Is able to work within an interdisciplinary biomedical team
having great diversity. [ksa]

Has insight into, and is able to deal with, team roles and
social dynamics. [ks]

Is able to assume the role of team leader. [ks]

7. takes into account the temporal and social context
Science and Technology are not isolated and always have a temporal and social context. Ideas and methods
have their origins; decisions have social consequences in time. Biomedical Engineers are aware of this and
have the competence to integrate these insights into their scientific work.
BACHELOR

MASTER

Is able to analyse and to discuss the social
consequences (economic, social, cultural) of new
developments in relevant fields with colleagues and
non-colleagues. [ks]

Understands relevant (internal and external) developments in the
history of biomedical engineering. [ksa] This includes the
interaction between the internal developments (of ideas) and the
external (social) developments. Integrates aspects of this in
scientific work. [ksa]

Is able to analyse and to discuss the ethical and the
normative aspects of the consequences and
assumptions of scientific thinking and acting with
colleagues and non-colleagues (in research, designing
and applications). [ks]

Is able to analyse and to discuss the social consequences
(economic, social, cultural) of new developments in relevant fields
with colleagues and non-colleagues. Integrates aspects of this in
scientific work. [ksa]

Has an eye for the different roles of biomedical
engineering professionals in society. [ks]

Is able to analyse the consequences of scientific thinking and
acting on the environment and sustainable development.
Integrates aspects of this in scientific work. [ksa]

Is able to analyse and to discuss the ethical and the
normative aspects of the consequences and
assumptions of scientific thinking and acting with
colleagues and non-colleagues (both in research and in
designing). Integrates these ethical and normative
aspects in scientific work. [ksa]

Is able to analyse and to discuss the ethical and the normative
aspects of the consequences and assumptions of scientific
thinking and acting with colleagues and non-colleagues (both in
research and in designing). Integrates these ethical and normative
aspects in scientific work. [ksa]

Chooses a place in society as a professional person.
[ksa]

Chooses a place in society as a professional person. [ksa]

k = knowledge, s = skill, a = attitude

